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As a computer science and mathematics double major, the field of writing studies is 
definitely not in the range of my expertise. However, the Donald Murray’s “Teach Writing as a 
Process Not Product” was a text to which I could relate. I believe being able to do so says a lot 
about the quality of writing and ideas presented in the text. 

The first idea that struck me comes with the quote, “repetitive autopsying doesn’t give 
birth to live writing.” The idea that writing’s process should also be taught, not just the desired 
outcome, is one I definitely agree with. The metaphor with which it’s described is so striking that 
it immediately made me pause and consider the idea.  

The description of the student’s experience in the remainder of the paragraph hit a little 
close to home. Being bilingual and having attended school in numerous countries, learning the 
differing ‘proper’ writing practices after moving was always a challenge. However, of all of the 
criticism I had encountered, none of it focused on writing as a process. In fact, most of the 
assessments of writing were in the form of pop quizzes, where rewriting was not an option due 
to time constraints. As such, I had most often completely skipped rewriting as part of my writing 
process, even when time constraint wasn’t present. 

Later, Murray writes that the process that should be taught is “the process of using 
language to learn about our world, to evaluate what we learn about our world, to communicate 
what we learn about our world.” I personally do not agree with the first of these descriptions. I do 
not believe that through the simple act of writing, one can learn more. As he writes, it can be 
used to communicate ideas and what we’ve learned. By keeping track of previous ideas through 
writing, we can build on them to come up with new ideas. However, a dictaphone has a similar 
use, and it achieves this goal without the use of writing. 

Murray’s description of the writing process - the stages of prewriting, writing, and 
rewriting - were definitely something I found intriguing. Being a programmer, I tried to compare it 
to my process of writing code. To my surprise, I found that the two processes differ entirely. 
According to Murray, one usually spends around 85% of their time on prewriting. For my writing 
process, I can see how that number could be reasonable, albeit still high. However, for my 
coding process, very rarely do I have to sit and pause before I start the act of coding, the writing 
stage. I believe part of the difference comes from the fact that when one sits down to code, the 
goal of the text (code) is already clear in their mind. The only reason one would pause the 
coding process is to ponder semantically and structurally how to describe their intent.  

Similarly to my writing process, rewriting in my coding process is often neglected. The 
parallel of rewriting to coding would be commenting and refactoring (which is aptly fitted with the 
re- prefix). Because in most cases, I am the intended audience of my code - no one else is likely 
to read it - I only go through the rewriting stage if upon rereading my code, parts of it are 
unclear.  

Murray’s advice on how to get students to pass through the rewriting stage is for 
teachers to be quiet. He advocates that “you don't learn a process by talking about it, but by 
doing it.” The way he phrased it caught me off guard, and to be frank, I found it to be completely 



unnecessary. Being hostile to peers while presenting your opinion on a subject is definitely not 
something I would expect or enjoy seeing. Disregarding his phrasing, I do not agree with his 
sentiment. Speaking from experience, unless the students are overly enthusiastic about the 
subject of the text, the rewriting stage will often be neglected. Saying the teacher should shut up 
and place “the opportunity for discovery in your student’s hands” is in my opinion not beneficial 
to the students’ learning. Soontherafter, Murray says “we are not the initiator or the motivator.” 
Without proper motivation, there are students who will not struggle through the entire writing 
process for the promised reward of discovery.  

The first implication of teaching writing as such, I believe to be flawed. One cannot learn 
the process without having some sort of goal towards which to strive. I believe courses should 
focus on both literature, as well as students’ writing. There is no reason for one to exclude the 
other. 

The second implication is one with which I would like to agree, but for practical reasons, 
can see why is not possible. Allowing students to choose their own topics means they will be 
better motivated and more enthusiastic about their papers. This would result in them being more 
open to engaging all three stages of the writing process, and as such could improve their 
writing. However, this also means students have a lot of freedom, which often means they have 
too much freedom, and cannot choose their own topics with ease. Assessing papers without a 
consistent theme is also an added hurdle for teachers, which would make this implication 
impractical. 

As for the rest of the implications, to me they all seemed reasonable. All in all, the entire 
essay seems to offer a reasonable alternative to teaching writing. The descriptions of the 
proposed three stages of the writing process are very clear, although sometimes may not be 
entirely distinct. I do not believe this new method would hold its place in teaching programming, 
but for writing in general, I think it to be a valid alternative.  
 

 


